The 26th International Slovak-Polish Scientific Conference on Machine Modelling and Simulations continues in the Slovak Republic and will be held from 7th to 9th of September 2021 in Hotel Alexander, Bardejovské Kúpele, Slovak Republic. The international conference was established in 1996 and is held annually every year. Papers from last year conferences were published in Bulletin of the Polish Academy of Sciences: Technical Sciences, indexed in WoS.

Important Dates

**Deadline for registration and abstract submission**
01 May 2021

**Notification of acceptance**
15 May 2021

**Deadline for conference fee payment**
15 June 2021

**Deadline for submission of full paper**
31 July 2021

**Review process**
08-09/2021

**Conference program**
31 August 2021

**Deadline for submission of revised papers**
10 October 2021

Main Topics
- Methods and systems in machine design
- Modelling and simulation, structural optimization
- Machine dynamics and multibody systems systems simulations
- Advanced industrial, automotive and green energy applications
- Experimental mechanics, identification and validation
- Modelling of structural materials, composites and nanomaterials
- Physical, chemical and mechanical properties of materials

Accommodation and Venue

The accommodation of conference participants will be provided by the Hotel Alexander in Bardejovské Kúpele, Slovak Republic. For more information, please visit [https://www.hotelalexander.sk/](https://www.hotelalexander.sk/) and [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMoWPZXw7Us](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMoWPZXw7Us)

Conference is organized under the auspices of Dean of Faculty of Manufacturing Technologies with the seat in Prešov, Technical University of Košice

Dr. h. c. Prof. Jozef Zajac

The Faculty of Manufacturing Technologies (FMT) has a tradition in research and development and transfer to applicable outcomes (registered patent, invention, and industrial design). The Faculty of Manufacturing Technologies caters for a wide range of educational needs not only in the East-Slovak region, but throughout Slovakia and Central Europe, as in many specializations it is the only centre of education and research in this area. The Faculty of Manufacturing Technologies closely cooperates with other universities and with industrial organizations throughout the region and the Slovak Republic. Faculty has a seat in Prešov, in the third largest city in the Slovak Republic with population of 90 000. Prešov is situated on the banks of the river Turoša in the northern part of the Košice basin surrounded by Slanské Hills and Šariš Highlands. Prešov is the metropolis of Šariš Region and the seat of the largest Self-governing Region of Slovakia. The city is divided into four cadastral areas: Prešov, Sôlivar, Šalgovík and Nížná Šebastová. At present, Prešov has an area of 74 km².

Media Partner:

Officially conference Media Partner is Strojárstvo / Strojírenství the first engineering server, that provides information from the field of engineering and industry. For more info, please visit [https://www.engineering.sk/english](https://www.engineering.sk/english)
Participants costs
Organizing committee actively monitoring the COVID-19 situation to ensure the safety, comfort and quality of experiences for attendees and the successful event. We offer 2 options:

- **Personal Participant**
- **Online Participant (depending on COVID-19 situation)**

Registration fee:
- Personal participant 500€ (VAT included)
- Online participant 140€ (VAT included)
- Accompanying person 440€ (VAT included)
- Second paper fee 100€ (VAT included)

The conference fee for **Personal Participant** includes:
- Book of Abstracts and Journal publications (indexed in Web of Science, Scopus).

**Accompanying Person includes:**
- Accommodation and food,
- Coffee breaks and
- Social evenings.

**Conference Contributions**
Conference contributions will include invited lectures/Keynote lectures (30 min) and contributed papers (10 min).

**Publications of the Papers**
The full papers in English will be published in publication IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering, indexed in WoS and Scopus. Only paper with the active presentation will be published.

**Conference Languages**
English, Slovak and Polish

---

**Payment information (payment in EUR)**
Account Holder: Technická univerzita v Košiciach, Letná č. 9, 041 00 Košice, Slovak Republic, IČO: 00397610, DIČ: 2020487610, IČ DPH: SK2020487610
Bank: Štátna pokladnica, Radlinského 32, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
Account number: SK77 8180 0000 0070 0008 1877, SWIFT(BIC): SPSRSKBA
Account name: Fakulta výrobných technológií, Bayerova 1, 080 01, Prešov, Slovak Republic
Variable symbol: 07092021
Constant symbol: 0308

Note: Name of participant_MMS2021

---

**Important**
If University makes the transfer, it is necessary to add a note for whom the fee is paid (name of the person in the title of transfer). The participation fee has to be send before 15th of June 2021 via bank transfer to the account.